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Abstract

Document drafting is a central judicial problem�solving activity� Development

of automated systems to assist judicial document drafting has been impeded by the

absence of an explicit model of ��� the connection between the document drafter�s

goals and the text intended to achieve those goals� and �	� the rhetorical constraints

expressing the stylistic and discourse conventions of the document�s genre� This pa�

per proposes a model in which the drafter�s goals and the stylistic and discourse

conventions are represented in a discourse structure consisting of a tree of illocution�

ary and rhetorical operators with document text as leaves� A document grammar

based on the discourse structures of a representative set of documents can be used

to synthesize a wide range of additional documents from sets of case facts� The

applicability of this model to a representative class of judicial orders
jurisdictional

show�cause orders
is demonstrated by illustrating ��� the analysis of show�cause or�

ders in terms of discourse structures� �	� the derivation of a document grammar from

discourse structures of two typical show�cause orders� and ��� the synthesis of a new

show�cause order from the document grammar�

	



� Introduction

Legal problem solving subsumes a number of distinct tasks� including analyzing the le


gal consequences of actual or hypothetical sequences of actions� argumentation� advising

clients� planning transactions� and drafting legal documents� Legal document drafting is

an essential professional skill for attorneys and judges� In the U�S�� a signi�cant portion

of attorneys workloads consists of drafting documents intended to precisely stipulate legal

relationships such as wills� contracts� and leases� and persuasive documents arising from

litigation such as pleadings� motions� and briefs�

Document drafting is a central activity of the judiciary� Judges resolutions of the

disputes that come before them are generally embodied in written documents� These

documents can vary in complexity from brief memos to lengthy appellate opinions� While

judges have primary responsibility for judicial document drafting� they are assisted by

various judicial sta� members including administrative and secretarial sta� and law clerks�

Two factors impose very high requirements for correctness and consistency on judicial

documents� First� the Anglo
American system embraces the doctrine of stare decisis under

which judicial decisions can be used as an authority to resolve subsequent disputes� As a

result� the impact of a document may extend far beyond the parties whose dispute gave rise

to the document� Second� all judicial decisions and orders except those of the highest court

in a given jurisdiction are subject to review by higher courts� A party adversely a�ected

by a judicial decision has a strong incentive to discover any error or inconsistency in the

document embodying the decision� since such error or inconsistencies could be used to

attack the decision in a higher court� Thus� high standards of correctness and consistency

are essential in judicial document drafting�

Document drafting can be viewed as a kind of con�guration task in which textual

elements are selected and arranged to satisfy the goals of the drafter and to conform to

the stylistic conventions of the document genre� One source of complexity in document

drafting is the combinatorics of selection and con�guration decisions� which create large

search spaces characteristic of most synthesis tasks� However� a more fundamental reason

for the di�culty of document drafting is that the goals that documents are intended to
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achieve and the stylistic conventions to which they must conform are seldom made explicit�

An explicit representation of these goals and conventions is essential to the development of

automated tools to assist in the document drafting process�

This paper proposes a model of documents that makes the underlying goals and conven


tions explicit and uses this explicit theory to assist in the construction of new documents�

These goals and conventions are expressed as a dependency tree having two types of dis


course operators as interior nodes� illocutionary operators� which express the goals that a

document achieves� and rhetorical operators� which express the stylistic conventions of the

documents genre� We term this dependency tree the discourse structure of the document�

The illocutionary and rhetorical operators capable of describing the discourse structures of

a set of documents constitutes a document grammar for the documents�

We have previously argued that representation of the discourse structure of documents

can facilitate �	� retrieval� interpretation� and adaptation of previous documents� ��� main


tenance of multi
generation documents� and ��� comparison of documents at a deeper level

than mere surface text �Branting and Lester� 	���b� Branting and Lester� 	���a�� In this

paper we focus on the task of drafting new documents using a document grammar derived

from the discourse structures of a set of documents representative of a given document

genre�

Section � describes a representative class of judicial documents�appellate jurisdictional

show
cause orders�and describes the potential bene�ts of automating their creation� Sec


tion � illustrates how the show
cause orders can be represented in terms of discourse struc


tures and describes informally how a document grammar derived from these discourse

structures can be used in the drafting of new show
cause orders� Section � describes our

implementation of a prototype uni�cation
based document planning system� the Docu�

Planner� and presents details of the process whereby a document grammar can be used

to draft a wide range of related documents� Related work is discussed in Section �� and

Section � sets forth the scope of this approach and future research�

�An illocutionary operator is a speech act such as informing� requesting� warning� or promising� A

rhetorical operator is a discourse or coherence relation� such as exempli�cation� generalization� sequence�

or elaboration� See �Allen� ���	
 for a more detailed discussion�
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� Judicial Document Drafting

Judicial decisions are expressed in judicial documents� In the Anglo
American legal system�

the most prominent judicial documents are appellate decisions� Appellate opinions typically

contain a summary of the facts of the case� identi�cation of the issues of law raised in

arguments by counsel for each of the parties� pronouncement of the legal propositions

supported by the controlling authorities� and declaration of a decision that resolves the

issues by applying the legal propositions to the facts of the case �Branting� 	���b�� The

complexity and individuality of appellate opinions makes automated assistance for such

documents far beyond the scope of current technology� However� courts produce a number

of other more routine documents having considerable stylistic and substantive consistency�

including various types of orders issued in response to motions or sua sponte� A single

case may give rise to numerous motions at both the trial and appellate levels relating to�

e�g�� pleadings� discovery� time extensions� motions for dismissal or summary judgment�

or sanctions for violations of trial or appellate rules� The rulings of trial and appellate

courts on these motions typically take the form of orders of varying degrees of length and

complexity� Jurisdictional show
cause orders are typical of such orders�

Jurisdictional show
cause orders are generally issued during jurisdictional screening� a

process of determining whether the requirements for an appeal have been satis�ed� Ju


risdictional screening is typically performed at the earliest possible stage of an appeal to

permit cases with jurisdictional defects to be recognized as soon as possible� This minimizes

unnecessary consumption of limited judicial resources�

In this paper� discussion of appellate jurisdictional screening will focus on the Colorado

Court of Appeals� where one of the authors� Karl Branting� worked for several years as a

sta� attorney� The Colorado Court of Appeals typically receives over 	�� new cases per

month� Screening these appeals is too complex for clerical personnel� but must instead

be performed by a sta� attorney� The sta� attorney examines the case �le to determine

whether the subject matter� �nality� and timeliness requirements for appellate jurisdiction

have been met� If there appears to be a jurisdictional defect� the sta� attorney drafts a

show
cause order that sets forth the apparent defect and orders the appellant to rebut the
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����������������������������������������������������
Colorado Court of Appeals Order
No� ��CA���� Tr� Ct� No� ��CV	
�
����������������������������������������������������
STUART A� CANADA

Appellant
and

RODNEY T� WOOD� M�D�� P�C�� PENSION TRUST
Appellee

����������������������������������������������������
To Stuart A� Canada and his attorneys� Mark J� Rubin

and Richard S� Strauss

From the notice of appeal filed by appellant and the
register of actions submitted by the clerk of the
district court� it appears that defendant is appealing
from both the trial court�s order granting summary
judgment in favor of the plaintiff and the trial
court�s subsequent order denying defendant�s
C�R�C�P� 
� motion for relief from judgment� However�
it appears that the trial court�s order granting
summary judgment in favor of the plaintiff was
entered February �� ���� and mailed to counsel of
record on February ��� ���� and the notice of appeal
was filed on April 
� ����� Furthermore� it appears
that the notice of appeal was due March 	�� �����
Thus� it appears that the notice of appeal was not
timely as to the trial court�s order granting summary
judgment in favor of the plaintiff� See C�A�R� ��a��

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the appellant shall show
cause� if any there is� in writing on or before
August 	�� ���� why this appeal should not be
partially dismissed with prejudice to the extent that
defendant seeks review of the trial court�s order
granting summary judgment in favor of the plaintiff
for failure to file a timely notice of appeal�

BY THE COURT

Date August ��� ����
Copies to Counsel of Record

Figure 	� A typical show
cause order�

defect within a �xed time period or face dismissal of the appeal�

Figure 	 shows a typical show
cause order� This order identi�es an apparent defect�an

untimely notice of appeal�and orders the appellant to show cause� within 	� days� why the

appeal should not therefore be dismissed� Show
cause orders typify legal documents that

are produced in relatively high volume �several hundred per year�� are complex enough

to require drafting by an attorney� yet have a high degree of stylistic and substantive

consistency�

Currently� sta� attorneys at the Colorado Court of Appeals draft show
cause orders

manually� One approach is for the sta� attorney to reuse only those �boilerplate� text

blocks that are common to all show
cause orders �e�g�� �From the notice of appeal �led by

appellant � � � ��� Alternatively� a sta� attorney may refer to a collection of previous show
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cause orders� The attorney can search this collection for a previous order that involved

jurisdictional defects similar to those in the current case� The reusable language from the

previous case may then be transcribed into the current case� or the sta� attorney may

photocopy the previous order� cross out the portions inapplicable to the new case� and

write in portions speci�c to the new case�

Manual drafting of show
cause orders has several clear disadvantages� First� the process

is very time
consuming and laborious� The �rst approach� which reuses only the most

general boilerplate language� entails repeated replication of drafting e�ort and creates a

high likelihood of inconsistent language� The second approach� reuse of similar orders�

depends on the sta� attorneys ability to �nd and appropriately modify previous orders�

This in turn depends on the attorneys ability to understand the relevant similarities and

di�erences between the goals that must be achieved by the current show
cause order and

the intentions underlying previous orders�

The di�culty of drafting correct and consistent documents is exacerbated by frequent

personnel changes� For example� at the Colorado Court of Appeals� few sta� attorneys are

willing to do jurisdictional screening for more than six months� and many do screening for

as little as three months� As a result� jurisdictional screening is typically performed by

attorneys with only limited experience drafting show
cause orders�

Drafting even routine judicial documents� such as show
cause orders� is laborious and

error
prone for an inexperienced drafter� A high volume of routine orders may therefore

constitute a signi�cant drain on judicial resources even if each individual order is relatively

straightforward� It is widely recognized that rising caseloads constitute one of the most

pervasive problems confronting the judicial system in the United States �Snellenburg� 	�����

Technologies to enable judges to use their time and expertise as e�ciently as possible

are therefore of great potential importance to the judiciary� Automating the drafting of

relatively routine documents could make a signi�cant contribution to judicial e�ciency�

One approach to providing automated assistance in the drafting of show
cause orders

would be to design a set of templates for various show
cause orders� e�g�� using WordPerfect

macros� However� the wide variety of possible jurisdictional defects and the even wider

variety of factual situations that can give rise to jurisdictional defects make devising an
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adequate collection of macros impracticable� Moreover� even if a su�cient set of macros

could be created� these macros would present the user with an overwhelming number of

choices� making selection of the most appropriate macro unlikely�

We argue that the goals of accuracy� e�ciency� and stylistic consistency are best served

by an approach to drafting routine legal documents that is based on the discourse structure

described in the next section� Our model of the document drafting task is as follows�

Given�

� A set of relevant case facts�

� One or more illocutionary goals that the document is to achieve� e�g�� establishing

the prerequisites for dismissal�

� A document grammar which includes�

� illocutionary operators embodying the substantive legal rules governing docu


ments in the genre� and

� rhetorical operators embodying the stylistic and discourse conventions of the

genre�

Do�

� Planning� Find and instantiate a set of illocutionary operators that achieves the

documents illocutionary goals in terms of the given case facts and the applicable set

of rhetorical operators�

� Drafting� Synthesize a document that satis�es the illocutionary and rhetorical oper


ators�

There are several possible sources of the relevant case facts� One approach is a con


ventional backward
chaining rule
based system� which would chain through the applicable

jurisdictional rules querying the user when necessary� Interactions under this approach

would be system
initiated� JEDA �Pethe et al�� 	���� and Law Clerk �Branting� 	���a�
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illustrate system
initiated acquisition of case facts for document drafting� An alternative�

user
initiated� approach would use an electronic form with entries corresponding to pos


sible case values� A third alternative is a mixed
initiative approach under which the user

can directly provide case facts� ask the system for examples� counter
examples and advice

on answering questions� or invoke an inference engine to help infer facts�� The discussion

below assumes only that the relevant case facts have been obtained through one of these

mechanisms� but does not depend on the particular mechanism used�

The next section illustrates informally how the illocutionary and rhetorical goals of

show
cause orders can be represented by a discourse structure and how a document gram


mar derived from this structure can be used to draft new documents� A more detailed

description of this process is set forth in Section �� and a complete document grammar for

the examples in this paper appears in Appendix A�

� Document Drafting Using Discourse Structures

��� Illocutionary and Rhetorical Structure of Performative Doc�

uments

Legal documents can serve a variety of illocutionary goals� including eliciting information�

persuading� memorializing events such as reciprocal communications� or accomplishing per


formative goals� such as creating or revoking legal relationships� Judicial orders typically

have a performative objective� they are intended to de�ne or alter legal relationships rele


vant to some controversy before the court�

There are generally three requirements that a performative judicial document� such as

an order or decision� must have to achieve the goal of de�ning or altering a legal relationship�

First� the document must �nd that some set of relevant facts is present in the case� Second�

the document must rule that one or more legal propositions follow from applicable legal

�This approach is used in the Jurisdictional Screening Assistant �JSA�� a decision support system for

appellate jurisdiction screening under development at the University of Wyoming Department of Computer

Science�
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warrants under these facts� Finally� the document must order some legal consequence

justi�ed by the legal propositions under the given facts��

For example� the show
cause order set forth in Figure � �nds that the summary judgment

from which Appellant is appealing was granted on February �� 	��� and mailed to Appellant

on February 	�� 	���� and that Appellants notice of appeal was �led on April �� 	���� The

show
cause order rules that the notice of appeal was due on March ��� 	��� ��� days after

noti�cation of the judgment by mailing�� Finally� the Appellant is ordered to show why the

�ndings or rulings are not justi�ed or su�er the sanction of dismissal with prejudice of the

portion of the appeal for which the notice of appeal was untimely�

The illocutionary goal of the show
cause order as a whole is to establish the prerequisites

for dismissal of the appeal� The �ndings and rulings required to establish the prerequi


sites for dismissal are determined by the legal rules governing jurisdiction in the Court of

Appeals� These are set forth in the Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure �C�R�C�P� and the

Colorado Appellate Rules �C�A�R��� For example� C�A�R� ��a� provides that the notice of

appeal �shall be �led with the appellate court � � � within forty
�ve days�� The commence


ment of the �� day period is triggered by �	� �entry of the judgment or order appealed

from� if the parties are present at the time the judgment or order is announced� or ��� �the

date of the mailing of the notice� of judgment� if the notice is transmitted to the parties

by mail�

The illocutionary structure of the Canada v� Wood show
cause order is shown on the

left side of Figure �� The top
level illocutionary goal is to establish the prerequisites for

dismissal� This goal has two subgoals� to establish the existence of a jurisdictional defect�

and to order an appropriate sanction� The relationship between an illocutionary goal�

such as Establish�Untimely�notice�of�appeal�� and its subgoals� Establish�Notice�of�appeal�

�The �ndings of facts are analogous to the data in Toulmins �Toulmin� ����
 model of argument� The

rulings of law are analogous to Toulmins warrant and claim� since the rulings comprise both the applicable

legal authority and the conclusion that follows from applying the authority to the facts� The additional

element of performative judicial documents� the order� arises from courts institutional power to actually

bring about changes in legal relations through documents of an appropriate structure� The order is the

�nal element necessary to bring about such a change�
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Colorado Court of Appeals                                             Order

No. 87CA0514                                        Tr. Ct. No. 85CV269

Stuart A. Canada
                                                                                   Appellant
and

RODNEY T. WOOD, M.D., P.C., PENSION TRUST
                                                                                   Appellee

To:  Stuart A. Canada and his attorneys, Mark J. Rubin

and Richard S. Strauss

From the notice of appeal filed by appellant and the register

of actions submitted by the clerk of the district court, it

it appears that    defendant is appealing from both    the trial

court’s order granting summary judgement in favor of the

plaintiff

defendant’s C.R.C.P. 60 motion for relief from judgement.

However, it appears that   the trial court’s order granting

summary judgement in favor of the plantiff    was entered

February 9, 1987    and mailed to counsel of record on

February 10, 1987   and   the notice of appeal was filed on

April 6, 1987.   Furthermore, it appears that   the notice of

appeal was due    March 27, 1987.    Thus it appears that

the notice of appeal was not timely   as to   the trial court’s

order granting summary judgement in favor of the plantiff.

See C.A.R. 4(a).

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the appellant shall show

cause, if any there is, in writing on or before      August 26,

1987      why this appeal should not be partially dismissed

with prejudice to the extent that defendant seeks review of

the trial court’s order granting summary judgement in favor

of the plaintiff    for failure to file a timely notice of appeal.

                                                                      BY THE COURT

Date:  August 11, 1987

Copies to:  Counsel of Record

Establish(Preqs-for-dismissal)

Establish(Jurisdictional-Defects)

Establish(Untimely-NOA)

Establish(NOA-Commencement)

Find(NOA-Commencement,
Judgement-Date)

Find(Filed-by-Mail,
Mailing-Date)

Establish(NOA-Filing-Date)

Find(Appeal-Filed,

Establish(NOA-Due-Date)

Find(Appeal-Due,

Rule(Untimely-NOA)

Rule(Authority)

Order(Show-Cause)

Order(Response-Due-Date = Order-Date + 14 Days)

Order(Untimely-NOA-Rationale)

Filing-Date)

Due-Date = Judgement-Date + 45 days)

Establish(Appeals)

Find(Appeal-Both)

Find(Main-Appeal)

Find(Secondary-Appeal)

Find(Main-Appeal)

Rule(Untimely-Main-Appeal)

Rule(Main-Appeal)

Order(Main-Appeal)

Order(Partial-Sanction)

Order(Main-Appeal-Sanction)

Organize(Show-Cause-Order)

Frame (Header)

Frame(Body)

Link(Preamble)

Link (However-Phrase)

Link (Show-Cause)

Frame(Footer)

Link(Furthermore-Phrase)

Link(Thus-Phrase)

and   the trial court’s subsequent order denying

Illocutionary Structure Rhetorical Structure

Figure �� The illocutionary and rhetorical structure of Canada

commencement�date�� Establish�Notice�of�appeal��ling�date�� Establish�Notice�of�appeal�due�

date�� and Rule�Untimely�notice�of�appeal�� is expressed in an illocutionary operator�

The subtree underneath Establish�Jurisdictional�Defects� is similar to the goal tree that

would be generated by a rule
based system for determining the presence of jurisdictional

defects� In a conventional goal tree� legal rules would be used to repeatedly decompose a

goal establishing a jurisdictional defect into subgoals� Ultimately� these subgoals would be

grounded in the facts of the case� An illocutionary structure di�ers from a conventional goal

tree in that the leaf nodes are not limited to case facts� but also include textual elements
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that satisfy illocutionary goals� For example� under C�A�R� ��a�� determining that a notice

of appeal is untimely requires determining the date when the notice of appeal was �led�

However� for the document to achieve the illocutionary goal of establishing the date when

the notice of appeal was �led� the document must include text that makes a �nding of the

�ling date�

As shown in the left side of Figure �� the illocutionary goal of establishing a jurisdictional

defect has as its subgoal establishing the orders being appealed and establishing that the

notice of appeal was untimely as to one of the orders� Establishing untimeliness� in turn� has

as subgoals� establishing the commencement date of the time for �ling a notice of appeal�

establishing the due date of the notice of appeal ��� days after commencement�� establishing

the actual �ling date� and ruling that the actual �ling date was after the due date� The

goals� in turn� have as subgoals� �nding the judgment� mailing� and �ling dates� ruling when

the date was due� and ruling that since the �ling date was after the due date the notice of

appeal was untimely� The second subgoal for establishing the prerequisites for dismissal is

the show
cause order� which has as subgoals� ordering a time limit for response� a sanction�

and a rationale for the sanction�

In summary� the illocutionary goal structure expresses two kinds of information essential

to understanding the structure of a performative judicial document� the goal dependencies

among the applicable legal predicates �e�g�� timeliness� method of noti�cation of judgment�

and commencement of the time for �ling a notice of appeal�� and the connection between

performative text segments and the illocutionary goals that they achieve�

Although the illocutionary goal structure represents information essential to under


standing the structure of performative judicial documents such as show
cause orders� this

structure is not per se su�cient to completely determine the documents surface text� In

general� the illocutionary goal structure does not specify rhetorical features such as �	� the

order of the textual elements that satisfy various illocutionary subgoals� and ��� textual

elements and stylistic constraints imposed by the particular genre of the text� such as con


nective phrases and other discourse cues� The right side of Figure � shows the rhetorical

structure of Canada v� Wood� The top
level goal is to Organize�Show�Cause�Order�� The

subgoals are to provide frames for the caption �header�� body� and footer of the order�

		



Within the body� the rhetorical structure includes discourse link features characteristic of

the show
cause order genre� Unlike the illocutionary structure� the rhetorical structure is

closely connected to the surface text of the document� The relationship between rhetorical

goals and their subgoals are expressed by rhetorical operators� For example� the top
level

rhetorical operator in Canada permits the rhetorical goal Organize�show�cause�order� to

be reduced to the goals Frame�Header�� Frame�body� and Frame�Footer�� Together� the

illocutionary and rhetorical structures constitute the discourse structure of a document��

In summary� the discourse structure of a document consists of illocutionary and rhetori


cal operators that represent� respectively� �	� the connection between the document drafters

goals and the text intended to achieve those goals� and ��� the rhetorical constraints ex


pressing the stylistic and discourse conventions of the documents genre� The discourse

structure grounds out in the text of the document�

��� Using Document Grammars for Drafting

The illocutionary and rhetorical operators necessary to construct the discourse structures

of a set of documents together constitute a document grammar for those documents� To the

extent that the document grammar is based on a representative sample of the population

of possible documents within the genre� the grammar will be capable of generating a wide

range of additional documents as well�

To illustrate this process informally� suppose that a document grammar has been formal


ized to express the Discourse structures of Canada and In re the Marriage of Kirkpatrick�

shown in Figure �� The process of forming a document grammar entails�

� Analyzing a representative set of documents to determine their illocutionary and

rhetorical structures�

� Extracting the illocutionary and rhetorical operators that appear in each documents

�The discourse structure consists of a single dependency tree with both illocutionary and rhetorical

operators as interior nodes� For clarity� the left and right sides of Figure � show� respectively� the illocu�

tionary and rhetorical operators appearing in the discourse structure� Discourse structure is discussed in

more detail in Section ��
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Establish(Preqs-for-dismissal)

Establish(Jurisdictional-Defects)
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Link (Further-Phrase)
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Illocutionary Structure Rhetorical Structure

----------------------------------------------------

Colorado Court of Appeals                      Order

No. 90CA0274                     Tr. Ct. No. 79DR221

----------------------------------------------------

In re the Marriage of

Susan W. Kirkpatrick
                                           Appellant
and

John B. Knezovich
                                            Appellee
----------------------------------------------------

To:  Susan W. Kirkpatrick, pro se appellant

                                      BY THE COURT

Date:  April 3, 1990

Copies to:  Counsel of Record

From the notice of appeal filed by appellant and the register

of actions submitted by the clerk of the district court, it

appears that    this appeal is from   an order denying a motion

to change venue or for an order declining jurisdiction

as an inconvenient forum under Section 14-13-108, C.R.S.

It further appears that   this is not a final judgement

because it does not end ‘the particular action in which

it is entered, leaving nothing further for the court

pronouncing it to do in order to completely determine the

rights of the parties involved in the proceeding.’

Harding Glass Co. v. Jones, 640 P.2d 1123 (Colo. 1982);

D.H. v. People, 192 Colo. 542, 561 P.2d 337 (1965).

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the appellant shall

show cause, if any there is, in writing on or before    April

24, 1990     why this appeal should not be dismissed

without prejudice   for failure to file a final appealable order.

Link (Appeal-Source)

Figure �� The illocutionary and rhetorical structure of Kirkpatrick

justi�cation structure� and

� Generalizing the illocutionary and rhetorical operators�

Kirkpatrick s illocutionary structure di�ers from that of Canada in several ways� First�

the jurisdictional defect is a lack of �nality rather than an untimely notice of appeal�

Second� a case that is not yet �nal may become �nal at some later time� so the sanction for

lack of �nality is dismissal without prejudice� meaning that the appeal can be �led again

at some later date� This is in contrast to an untimely notice of appeal� which can never

become timely at a later date and for which the appropriate sanction is therefore dismissal

with prejudice� Finally� only one order is being appealed in Kirkpatrick� so the sanction is
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not partial dismissal� as in Canada� but complete dismissal�

Kirkpatrick also di�ers from Canada in its rhetorical structure� Kirkpatrick is a do


mestic �i�e�� divorce� case and therefore has a di�erent caption than Canada� a civil case�

Moreover� Kirkpatrick s simpler illocutionary structure results in fewer �ndings and rulings�

so fewer link operators are required�

Suppose that a sta� attorney is presented with a �le for In re the Marriage of Her�

bert W� Smythe and Catherine Smythe� a domestic case involving a summary judgment

entered on September ��� 	��� and mailed to the parties on September ��� Suppose that

the appellant� Herbert Smythe� �led a notice of appeal on November �� 	���� more than

�� days after commencement of the time period for �ling a notice of appeal� As discussed

above� these facts might be gathered through a decision
support system such as the Juris


diction Screening Assistant or through some alternative mechanism� Suppose that these

facts� together with the docket numbers on appeal and at trial� attorneys names� etc�� are

provided to a document drafting system� How could a document grammar for Kirkpatrick

and Canada be applied to these facts to draft an appropriate show
cause order�

The �rst step is to use the illocutionary operators to create a justi�cation for the goal

Establish�Preqs�for�dismissal�� This justi�cation� shown on the left side of Figure �� is similar

to the illocutionary structure in Canada in that for both cases the jurisdictional defect is

an untimely notice of appeal� The structure in Smythe is simpler� however� because only

a single order is being appealed� Moreover� the existence of only a single appealed order

means that sanction in Smythe is complete dismissal� as in Kirkpatrick� rather than partial

dismissal� as in Canada� Accordingly� the illocutionary structure combines elements from

both Kirkpatrick and Canada�

The rhetorical structure of Smythe� shown on the right side of Figure �� closely resembles

that of Kirkpatrick because both are domestic cases involving appeal of a single order�

Smythes illocutionary and rhetorical structures are together su�cient to determine the

surface text of the order shown in Figure ��

This example illustrates informally how a document grammar representing the illocu


tionary and rhetorical operators underlying a set of representative documents can be used

to represent the illocutionary and rhetorical structures of new documents� which can in
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Colorado Court of Appeals                            Order

No. 95CA0437                        Tr. Ct. No. 91CV051

In re the Marriage of

Herbert W. Smythe

                                                                Appellant

and

Catherine Smythe

                                                                 Appellee

To:  Herbert W. Smythe, pro se appellant

From the notice of appeal filed by appellant and the

register of actions submitted by the clerk of the

district court, it appears that    judgement was entered

September 20, 1995   and mailed to counsel of record on

September 22, 1995  and  the notice of appeal was filed on

November 7, 1995.      Furthermore, it appears that

the notice of appeal was due    November 5, 1995.    Thus, it

appears that the notice of appeal was not timely filed.

See C.A.R. 4(a).

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the appellant shall

show cause, if any there is, in writing on or before

December 18, 1995    why this appeal should not be

dismissed with prejudice    for failure to file a timely

                                                 BY THE COURT

Date:  December 4, 1995

Copies to:  Counsel of Record

notice of appeal.

Establish(Preqs-for-dismissal)

Establish(Jurisdictional-Defects)

Establish(Untimely-NOA)

Establish(NOA-Commencement)

Find(NOA-Commencement,

Judgement-Date)

Find(Filed-by-Mail,

Mailing-Date)

Establish(NOA-Filing-Date)

Find(Appeal-Filed,

Establish(NOA-Due-Date)

Find(Appeal-Due,

Rule(Untimely-NOA)

Rule(Authority)

Order(Show-Cause)

Order(Response-Due-Date =
Order-Date + 14 Days)

Order(Sanction)

Order(Untimely-NOA-Rationale)

Filing-Date)

Due-Date = Mailing-Date + 45 Days)

Organize(Show-Cause-Order)

Frame (Header)

Frame(Body)

Link(Preamble)

Link (Furthermore-Phrase)

Link (Show-Cause)

Frame(Footer)

Illocutionary Structure Rhetorical Structure

Rule(Untimely-Appeal)

Figure �� The illocutionary and rhetorical structure of Smythe

turn be used to generate the text of the document itself� A formal model of a document

grammar for Kirkpatrick and Canada and a uni�cation mechanism by which the text is

realized from the resulting discourse structures is described in the next section�

� An Implemented Document Planner

To investigate the computational mechanisms required of automated document planning

for drafting judicial documents� we have designed and implemented a prototype document
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planning system� Given the facts of a case� the Docu�Planner automatically creates

show
cause orders that identify apparent defects and issue orders to appellants� The com


putational model on which the Docu�Planner is based builds on a large body of work

in computational linguistics on discourse generation� Just as discourse generators produce

multi
sentential texts by creating hierarchical discourse structures� document planners can

create documents in a similar fashion� By planning a discourse structure and then draft


ing a document that satis�es the illocutionary and rhetorical requirements dictated by

this structure� the Docu�Planner achieves the goals of accuracy� e�ciency� and stylistic

consistency�

The Docu�Planner is implemented in a uni�cation�based formalism �Elhadad� 	��	��

Its document grammar encodes the operators that are used to plan documents� In contrast

to syntactic grammars which specify the structure of well
formed sentences� document

grammars specify the structure of entire documents� In particular� they specify how the

facts of a case are used to create illocutionary and rhetorical structures for a document to

be generated for that case� Given a case� the system creates a document in two phases�

� Document Planning� The system uni�es the facts of the case with the document

grammar� This produces a discourse structure structure which is instantiated with

the speci�cs of the given case�

� Document Drafting� The system interprets the resulting illocutionary and rhetorical

speci�cations to create the �nal document in which the content� rhetorical organiza


tion� and formatting are completely speci�ed�

The Docu�Planner can operate in one of two modes� In text mode� it creates documents

which are suitable for printing� In web mode� it produces documents that have been

formatted in hyper
text markup language and can be displayed online with World Wide

Web browsers�

This section is structured as follows� We �rst overview the theoretical foundations of

document planning by discussing computational models of discourse planning� Next� we

describe the Docu�Planners implementation of document grammars in the uni�cation

formalism� We then describe how the Docu�Planner carries out document planning and
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document drafting� These are illustrated with a sample document creation session in which

the system creates a show
cause order for a particular case�

��� Foundations of Discourse Generation

The dual
justi�cation approach to document planning builds on a strong foundation laid

by computational linguists in discourse generation� Although for many years the primary

focus of research in discourse structure was on accounting for the coherence of expository

or other communicative text for purposes of understanding� e�g�� �Grosz and Sidner� 	���b�

Hobbs� 	����� discourse generation began to receive considerable attention beginning in

the mid
	���s� Because document construction is inherently a discourse generation task�

the representations that have been developed in the discourse generation community o�er

signi�cant insights for designers of document planning systems� Computational models

of discourse generation reason about the content and organization of knowledge to be

communicated in order to automatically construct multi
sentential text�

To produce discourse automatically� well
represented discourse knowledge is crucial to

the performance of discourse generators� Discourse knowledge is knowledge about how

to perform content determination �determining the content of discourse that is being con


structed� and organization �determining the structure of the discourse�� The organizational

aspect of discourse knowledge plays a particularly important role in the construction of ex


tended discourse� Discourse generation is the process of applying discourse knowledge to

produce multi
sentential or multi
paragraph texts�

We can distinguish three approaches to discourse generation� schema
based approaches�

plan
based approaches� and hybrid approaches� Beginning with work on schemata �McKe


own� 	���� Paris� 	����� the �eld has matured over the past decade and a half to produce

top
down discourse planners �Moore and Swartout� 	��	� Suthers� 	��	� Cawsey� 	����

Maybury� 	���� Hovy� 	���� Moore and Paris� 	���� and hybrid models �Suthers� 	��	�

Lester and Porter� 	����� We discuss each of these in turn�

The schema�based approach to discourse generation began with the pioneering disser


tation of McKeown �McKeown� 	����� in which she analyzed naturally occurring texts to
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develop a set of schemata for describing concepts� Schemata are ATN
like structures that

represent patterns of discourse� For example� a schema for de�ning a concept includes in


structions to identify its superclass� to name its parts� and to list its attributes� Schemata

contain rhetorical predicates� e�g�� �constituency�� which names the parts of an object� Each

rhetorical predicate has an associated technique for extracting relevant propositions from

a knowledge base� Schemata order the rhetorical predicates� some of which are optional�

some of which can be repeated� and some of which can recursively invoke other schemata�

The schema
based approach has been very in�uential in discourse generation� Although

alternatives to schemata have since emerged� the schema
based approach dominated the

�eld for several years because schemata successfully capture many aspects of discourse

structure�

Schemata have been criticized because they lack �exibility� To cope with this limited

�exibility� the top
down planning approach to discourse generation has received consid


erable attention� This approach� which has dominated the �eld for the past few years

�Moore and Swartout� 	��	� Suthers� 	��	� Cawsey� 	���� Maybury� 	���� Hovy� 	����

Moore and Paris� 	����� can be traced to Appelts work on planning referring expressions

�Appelt� 	����� which in turn builds on earlier research on reasoning about speech acts in

a planning paradigm �Cohen and Perrault� 	����� Planners o�er a signi�cant advantage

over schema
based generators� they can reason about the structure� content� and goals of

explanations�as opposed to merely instantiating pre
existing plans embodied by schemata�

The operators of two seminal discourse planning systems are based on a theory of

discourse known as Rhetorical Structure Theory �RST� �Mann and Thompson� 	����� At

the heart of RST is the following assertion� implicit in a multi
sentential text is a structure

that assists the reader of the text as he or she assimilates the information� Hence� writers�

and discourse generators�should provide this structure as they construct texts� RST was

developed by analyzing a very large corpus of texts� It consists of a small number of

rhetorical relations� e�g�� Background� Motivation� and Sequence� By recursively applying

the relations� one can parse a multi
sentential text into a tree where the leaves are clauses�

Alternatively� an explanation generator can employ a top
down planner with RST
like

operators to produce a multi
sentential text�
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Perhaps the greatest problem faced by top
down planners is excessive �exibility� they

permit an enormous number of texts to be created� While in many situations the combi


natorics might be exploited� they are also problematic� The relative merits of schemata

and top
down planners have been heavily debated� One conclusion is that schemata are

best viewed as �fossilized discourse structures� that represented previously compiled plans

�Hovy� 	����� To respond to this problem� Suthers developed a sophisticated hybrid ap


proach that includes planning techniques as well as plan critics� simulation models� re


organization methods� and graph traversal�Suthers� 	��	�� By assembling these diverse

mechanisms into a single architecture� he demonstrates how the complexities of expla


nation planning can be dealt with in a coherent framework� Lester and Porter devel


oped the hybrid approach of explanation design packages �EDPs� for Knight� a robust

discourse generator for large
scale knowledge bases �Lester and Porter� 	���� Lester and

Porter� 	����� Knights EDPs� which constitute a schema
like programming language for

�discourse knowledge engineers�� combine a hierarchical frame
based representation with

embedded procedural constructs for knowledge base access�

��� Representing Document Planning Knowledge

Document planners can build on the large body of work in discourse generation� Because

content determination problems and organization problems are analogous� many of the

solutions that have been developed in discourse generation can be adapted for document

planning� However� discourse generators and document planners produce texts for di�erent

genres� Discourse generators have been studied in genres such as expository texts� editorial

texts� and advisory texts� Unlike expository texts� few documents have an exclusively com


municative purpose� Rather� like editorial and advisory texts� documents are frequently

concerned with performative utterances� a designation proposed by J�L� Austin �Austin�

	���� and later elaborated by others in speech act theory �Grice� 	���� Searle� 	����� Be


cause individuals and institutions frequently draft documents to accomplish performative

goals� such as creating or revoking legal� social� or institutional relationships� representing

the illocutionary structure of documents is critical�
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Schema
based approaches and their derivatives� such as explanation design packages�

have been most successful in producing expository texts� However� because schemata do not

record intentional information and because document planners must be able to reason about

the content of documents� a plan
based approach to representing the illocutionary structure

underlying documents is more promising� Moore has observed that� �Any approach to

discourse structure that relies solely on rhetorical relations or predicates and does not

explicitly encode information about intentions is inadequate for handling dialogues� �Moore�

	����� For precisely the same reason� a pure schema
based approach that omits intentional

knowledge would fare poorly in a document planning system�

Despite the great importance of illocutionary knowledge� the rhetorical structure of

documents is equally critical� For example� abiding by the precise structure and formatting

conventions of court documents is indispensable to the success of document planners for

judicial applications� Hence� we must encode rhetorical knowledge as well� perhaps in a

schema
based formalism� However� adopting a hybrid model that employs two formalisms�

a plan
based approach for illocutionary knowledge and a schema
based approach for rhetor


ical knowledge�is cumbersome� We therefore opt for a uniform approach and are presented

with two alternatives� we can either embed illocutionary and rhetorical knowledge in the

same operators�to some extent� this is the RST approach�or we can somehow decouple

them� Decoupling o�ers two important advantages�

� Increased �delity of representation� Decoupling enables the illocutionary and rhetor


ical theories to re�ect the reality that� in many document planning tasks� the illocu


tionary structure and rhetorical structure do not stand in a subsumptive relationship�

This phenomenon seems to have arisen because the rhetorical structure of documents

has taken on a life of its own� spawning discourse organization conventions that are

sometimes orthogonal to the illocutionary structure�

� Increased ease of inspection� Decoupling the structures permits users to view either

the full illocutionary structure or the rhetorical structure in isolation from the other�

If the two sets of operators co
exist separately� users can request an illocutionary view

of the document separate from the rhetorical structure� and vice versa�
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The discourse
based approach encodes knowledge about illocutionary and rhetorical

structures in document grammars with a uniform� plan
based representation� A document

grammar encodes illocutionary and rhetorical operators in a functional uni�cation grammar

formalism �Kay� 	����� Given the facts of a speci�c case� the document planner sub
goals

on the illocutionary operators to create an illocutionary structure for the document while

it sub
goals on the rhetorical operators to create a rhetorical structure for the document�

Illocutionary operators represent the top
down decomposition of intentional goals into

sub
goals� For example� the goal of the operator

Establish�Jurisdictional�Defect� �� Establish�Appeals�

At�Least�One � Establish�Untimely�Notice�Of�Appeal��

Establish�Subject�Defect��

Establish�Finality�Defect� �

is to establish a jurisdictional defect� It accomplishes this by attempting to establish the

appeals and then attempting to establish as many of the following as possible� untimely

notice of appeal� a subject defect� and�or a �nality defect� If it is able to achieve the goal

of establishing appeals as well as at least one of the other three sub
goals� it succeeds�

otherwise it fails�

To further illustrate� consider the operator that establishes an untimely notice of appeal�

Establish�Untimely�Notice�Of�Appeal� ��

IF �judgment
date�

f Establish�NOA�Commencement�

Establish���ling�date�� Notice�Of�Appeal�

Establish��due�date�� Notice�Of�Appeal�

Rule�Untimely�Notice�Of�Appeal� g

Five aspects of this operator are noteworthy� First� the goal of the operator appears as

a sub
goal in the preceding operator� As a result� when the system attempts to satisfy

the �rst operator which establishes a jurisdictional defect� the second operator is invoked

to establish an untimely notice of appeal� Second� �rst inspects its knowledge of the case
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to determine if there is a judgment date� If there is one� it proceeds to the sub
goals� if

there is not� it fails� Third� the sub
goals are conjunctive� all of them must be achieved

for the operator to succeed� Fourth� just as in logic programming� variable bindings must

be made consistently for the goal to be achieved� Finally� text emission goals are present

in the goal� If the illocutionary plan containing an instantiated version of this operator

ultimately succeeds� then text emission will occur�

Rhetorical operators represent the top
down decomposition of textual organization goals

into sub
goals� For example� the operator

Organize�Show�Cause�Order� �� Frame�Header�

Frame�Body�

Frame�Footer�

organizes the global structure of the major sections of documents� Some rhetorical operators

impose an organization on a particular section� e�g��

Frame�Body� �� Link�Preamble�

Link�However�Phrase�

Link�Furthermore�Phrase�

Link�Thus�Phrase�

Link�Show�Cause�

In addition to the illocuationary and rhetorical operators� the document grammar also

includes organizational constraints that specify the interleaving of operators that is required

to produce the �nal instantiated discourse structure� For example� the constraint

Sequence�Preqs�For�Dismissal� � Left�To�Right � Frame�Header��

Link�Preamble��

Establish�Jurisdictional�Defects��

Order�Show�Cause��

Frame�Footer� �
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speci�es how achieving the illocutionary goals of establishing jurisdictional defects and

ordering the appellant to show cause should be interleaved with the rhetorical subgoals of

constructing a a header� preamble� and footer�

Document grammars are organized into operator modules� each of which contains a col


lection of operators that perform a similar function� For example� the Docu�Planner

contains � modules with �� operators �Figure ��� The Establishment� Ordering� Findings�

and Rulings modules contain the illocutionary operators� The Organizational and Con�

straint and Framing and Linking modules contain the rhetorical operators� The Informing

module contains operators that emit text� these are invoked as sub
goals of both illocution


ary operators� Modularizing the document grammar in this fashion facilitates construction

of new operators and maintenance of existing operators�

Operators are represented in the uni�cation formalism� For example� the four opera


tors discussed above are represented as shown in Figure �� The syntax of the formalism is

that of functional descriptions �Elhadad� 	��	�� which is de�ned recursively� a functional

description consists of a list of pairs� where the second item in each pair is either atomic

or is itself a functional description� Collectively� the functional descriptions for the illocu


tionary and rhetorical operators de�ne the document grammar� Employing the uni�cation

formalism signi�cantly increases the planners �exibility by enabling it to create documents

for an enormous variety of case facts�

��� Document Creation

The Docu�Planner �Figure �� is a uni�cation
based implementation of a planning ap


proach to document construction� Given the facts of an appellate case� theDocu�Planner

constructs show
cause orders with the appropriate content� organization� and stylization�

It consists of three components�

� Document Grammar� Encodes the illocutionary and rhetorical operators�

� Document Planner� Constructs discourse structures �linked and instantiated illo


cutionary and rhetorical operators��
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��� The Establishment Module

Function� Creates backbone of illocutionary structure
Type� Illocutionary
Example� Establish�Untimely�Notice�Of�Appeal
Number of operators� �	

�	� The Ordering Module

Function� Enunciates performative text
Type� Illocutionary
Example� Sanction
Number of operators� �

��� The Findings Module

Function� Makes factual �ndings
Type� Illocutionary
Example� Judgment
Number of operators� �	

��� The Rulings Module

Function� Makes legal ruling
Type� Illocutionary
Example� Non�Final�Order
Number of operators� �

��� The Organizational and Constraint Module

Function� Imposes rhetorical organization
Type� Rhetorical
Example� Sequence�Show�Cause�
Number of operators �and constraints�� �

��� The Framing and Linking Module

Functions� Creates boiler plate text including header and footer
Creates linking phrases
Creates specialized formatting directives

Type� Rhetorical
Example� Frame�Header�
Number of operators� ��

��� The Informing Module

Functions� Emits and conjoins pre�computed text segments
Creates inter�paragraph formatting directives

Type� Text Emission
Example� Inform�Appeal�Filed
Number of operators� ��

Figure �� Operator modules of the Docu�Planners document grammar
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��type jurisdictional�defect�

�untimely�defect ��alt untimely�defect

���cat establish�

�type untimely�noa��

��cat stop�

�untimely�noa� no������

�subject�defect ��alt subject�defect

���cat establish�

�type subject�matter�defect��

��cat stop�

�subject�matter�defect� no������

�finality�defect ��alt finality�defect

���cat establish�

�type finality�defect��

��cat stop�

�finality�defect� no�������

��type untimely�noa�

�date�later�than ��external due�date��

�date�later�than yes�

�e�due�date ��cat establish�

�type noa�due�date���

�e�filing�date ��cat establish�

�type noa�filing�date���

�and ��cat text� �lex ��and�����

�f�filing�date ��cat find�

�type noa�filing�date���

�furthermore ��cat text� �lex 	Furthermore
 it appears that	���

�f�due�date ��cat find�

�type noa�due�date���

�thus ��cat text� �lex 	Thus
 it appears that	���

�rule�untimely ��cat rule�

�type untimely�noa���

�authority �authority���

�pattern �untimely�defect subject�defect finality�defect��

�pattern �appeal�filed filing�date end�sent�

Figure �� Uni�cation formalism of illocutionary and rhetorical operators
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Case Document Planner

Document Drafter

Document  Grammar

Illocutionary Rhetorical

Illocutionary Rhetorical
StructureStructure

OperatorsOperators

Final
Document

Facts

Figure �� The Docu�Planners architecture

� Document Drafter� Creates completed documents by traversing discourse struc


tures and emitting formatted text�

Given the speci�cs of a particular case� the document planner backchains on the illocu


tionary operators in a problem
decomposition fashion to construct the evolving documents

illocutionary structure� Similarly� it backchains on the rhetorical operators to construct

the documents rhetorical structure� Both of these tasks are accomplished simultaneously

through uni�cation of the representation of the case facts with the document grammar� The

net result of this computation is a discourse structure in which the operators de�ning the

illocutionary and rhetorical structures are fully instantiated and linked together through

variable bindings� Many nodes in these structures specify the production of text segments

and formatting directives� Next� the document drafter conducts a pre
order traversal of

the discourse structure produced by the document planner� It then concatenates the text

obtained from this traversal and embeds formatting directives �which were also speci�ed in

the discourse structure� in the concatenated text� Finally� it interprets the resulting linear

structure� thereby creating the completed document�
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Case Smythe

Notification�Method Mailing

Appellant ��Herbert W� Smythe��

Appellee ��Catherine Smythe��

Substantive�Legal�Area Domestic

Judgement�Date

Month �

Day ��

Year ����

Filing�Date

Month ��

Day �

Year ����

Mailing�Date

Month �

Day ��

Year ����

Order�Date

Month ��

Day �

Year ����

Case�Number ��No� ���������

Order�Number ��Tr� Ct� No� ��D�����

Authority ��See C�A�R� ��a����

Figure �� Representation of case facts of Smythe vs� Smythe
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The Docu�Planner is implemented with Fuf �Functional Uni�cation Formalism�� a

robust uni�cation environment developed at Columbia University �Elhadad� 	��	� Elhadad�

	����� Fuf is itself implemented in Lisp� as is the Docu�Planners drafting system� The

entire system runs in Harlequin Lisp on a DEC Alpha� Document creation is accomplished

very quickly� Given the case facts� the typical amount of time to create an appellate

jurisdictional show cause order is less than one second�

To illustrate the Docu�Planners behavior� consider Smythe vs� Smythe� Recall that

in Smythe� Herbert Smythe �led a notice of appeal on November �� 	��� in response

to a judgment that was entered on September ��� 	���� The summary judgment for

this domestic case was mailed on September ��� The Docu�Planners representation

of the facts of Smythe� including the cited authority� the appellant� and the appellee� are

represented in Figure ��

Given these facts� the document planner �rst creates a discourse structure for a show


cause order by unifying the input representation with the document grammar� By unifying

the top
level illocutionary operators with the input data� then backchaining on these instan


tiated operators and repeating this process recursively� the document planner constructs a

fully instantiated illocutionary structure� Beginning with the goal of establishing the pre


requisites for dismissal� which is included in the �ndings of the case� the document planner

posts two sub
goals� establishing jurisdictional defects and ordering the appellant to show

cause� It then attempts to achieve each of these in turn� To establish jurisdictional defects�

the planner �rst attempts to establish an untimely notice of appeal� To accomplish this

sub
goal� it attempts to establish that the due date for the notice of appeal preceded the

�ling date of the appeal� By analyzing the date information contained in the facts of the

case� it determines that the goal is satis�ed�

Next� it posts �ve sub
goals which� if conjunctively satis�ed� will achieve the goal of

demonstrating that the appeal was untimely� �	� establish the date of commencement

for the notice of appeal �NOA�� ��� establish the �ling date of the NOA� ��� establish

the due date for the NOA� ��� make a ruling that the NOA was untimely� and ��� cite

the appropriate authority� To achieve subgoal �	�� it �rst makes a �nding of the date of

commencement based on the information in the case data� It then attempts to make a
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Establish(Preqs-for-dismissal)

Establish(Jurisdictional-Defects)

Establish(Untimely-NOA)

Establish(NOA-Commencement)

Find(NOA-Commencement,

Judgement-Date)

Find(Filed-by-Mail,

Mailing-Date)

Establish(NOA-Filing-Date)

Find(Appeal-Filed,

Establish(NOA-Due-Date)

Find(Appeal-Due,

Rule(Untimely-NOA)

Rule(Authority)

Order(Show-Cause)

Order(Response-Due-Date =
Order-Date + 14 Days)

Order(Sanction)

Order(Untimely-NOA-Rationale)

Filing-Date)

Due-Date = Mailing-Date + 45 Days)

Illocutionary Structure

Rule(Untimely-Appeal)

Figure �� The illocutionary structure constructed for Smythe
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Organize(Show-Cause-Order)

Frame (Header)

Frame(Body)

Link(Preamble)

Link (Furthermore-Phrase)

Link (Show-Cause)

Frame(Footer)

Rhetorical Structure

Figure 	�� The rhetorical structure of Smythe
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�nding that the commencement date is the same as the judgment date� which is stated in

the case data� However� in order for the judgment date to be the same as the commencement

date� the appellant must have been present at judgment� The case data contradicts this

proposition� thereby causing this sub
goal to fail� It then attempts to �nd another means

for determining the commencement date� This is accomplished by attempting to apply an

alternative illocutionary operator with the same goal� An alternative operator it considers is

the �ndings operator whose argument is notification�by�mail� This uni�es successfully

with the case data� As a result� sub
goal �	� noted above is achieved� The sibling sub
goals

���� ���� ���� and ��� are then achieved in a similar manner� The net result of this process

is the illocutionary structure shown in Figure ��

The document planner creates the rhetorical structure in a similar way� By unifying

rhetorical operators with the input data� backchaining on these instantiated operators� and

recursing� the document planner constructs a fully instantiated rhetorical structure� which

also includes formatting directives� First� the top
most rhetorical operator posts three sub


goals� �	� constructs a �header� which includes case speci�c details such as the names of

the appellant and appellee and court number� ��� constructs the body of the document�

and ��� constructs the �footer� which includes additional case speci�cs such as the order

date� Headers and footers are achieved atomically� Planning the rhetorical structure for the

body involves emitting� the preamble� connective phrases such as �furthermore it appears

that�� and other boilerplate phrases� The net result of backchaining on rhetorical operators

is the rhetorical structure shown in Figure 	��

To enforce consistency of constraints across instantiations of illocutionary and rhetorical

operators� the planner employs a global approach to uni�cation in which variable bindings

in the rhetorical structure are made consistent with bindings in the illocutionary structure�

Illocutionary planning and rhetorical planning are interleaved at runtime� As variables in

the operators are bound to the speci�cs of the case� the constraints they impose on the

instantiation of other operators are propagated throughout the grammar to create the dis


course structure� When document planning is complete� the discourse structure contains

both the intentional inferences supporting the �ndings and also the discourse inferences

supporting the organizational and formatting decisions� The details of the discourse struc


�	



ture produced by the document planner for Smythe are shown in Appendix B�

The document drafter performs its work in two distinct phases� traversal and interpre


tive concatenation� First� it conducts a pre
order traversal of the discourse structure� For

each leaf of the discourse structure� it determines if a text segment has already been con


structed for the node by Inform operators� If none is found� it must create a text segment

that expresses the content in the node� Inform operators can specify the inclusion of a noun

phrase �e�g�� �the trial courts order granting summary judgment in favor of the plainti����

a verb phrase �e�g�� �The notice of appeal was �led on��� a connective phrase �e�g�� �as

to��� a sentence �e�g�� �See C�A�R� ��a����� or a formatting directive �e�g�� a paragraph

break�� To create a text segment� the drafter examines the node content and constructs a

phrase that expresses it� For example� to realize a date� it extracts the month� day� and

year features and transforms them into a date phrase� �e�g�� �March ��� 	������

During the interpretive concatenation phase� the document drafter examines each object

produced during the traversal� which includes both text segments and formatting directives�

By concatenating the text segments with the interpreted formatting directives in the order

speci�ed by the pre
order traversal of the discourse structure� the drafter produces the �nal

document�� For example� the rhetorical structure created for Smythe includes paragraph

breaks and right justi�cations that conform to the conventions of show
cause orders issued

by the Colorado Court of Appeals� Figure � displays the resulting show
cause order �anked

by the illocutionary and rhetorical structures that produced it�

The Docu�Planner creates documents e�ciently� For example� creating the Smythe

show
cause order required ��� milliseconds on a DEC Alpha and Canada required ���

milliseconds� Typically� document planning per se consumes approximately three quarters

of the total execution time while document drafting takes approximately one quarter of the

time�

�If the user has requested web mode� the formatting directives are �rst translated to hyper�text markup

language �HTML� formatting commands� which collectively produce a properly formatted online document�

��



� Related Work

Our approach to self
explaining documents draws on four di�erent lines of research� dis


course structure analysis� the theory of argumentation� explanation generation� and auto


mated document drafting� The primary focus of research in discourse structure has been

accounting for the coherence of expository or other communicative text through hierarchi


cal structures of rhetorical and other discourse relations� e�g�� �Grosz and Sidner� 	���a�

Hobbs� 	����� The formalization of inter
sentential discourse relations is a key requirement

for the development of self
explaining documents�

The most directly relevant portion of research in discourse structure is speech act theory�

Initiated by J�L� Austin� who was primarily concerned with explicit performatives �Austin�

	����� speech act theory addresses the illocutionary content of discourse� i�e�� the goals that

a speaker intends to accomplish through that discourse �Grice� 	���� Searle� 	�����

The theory of argumentation addresses texts intended to persuade� establish� or prove�

For example� Toulmin �Toulmin� 	���� analyzed argumentative texts in terms of the con


cepts of warrant� ground� conclusion� backing� and quali�cation� This model has been

widely applied to the analysis �Marshall� 	���� Zeleznikow and Stranieri� 	���� and cre


ation �Bench
Capon and Staniford� 	���� of legal documents� Argument structure� like

other forms of illocutionary goal structure but unlike rhetorical structure� does not directly

address the �surface� form of texts� This line of research is particularly relevant to the

analysis of the illocutionary structure of persuasive or dispositive documents� such as legal

briefs and judicial decisions �Branting� 	���a��

The explanation community has extensively studied the process of planning and real


izing text given a set of discourse speci�cations� Over the past decade� their research on

discourse planning �McKeown� 	���� Paris� 	���� Hovy� 	���� Hovy� 	���� Cawsey� 	����

Suthers� 	���� Moore� 	���� Mittal� 	���� Lester and Porter� 	���� has produced a variety

of techniques for determining the content and organization of many genres of text� Perhaps

because of the necessity of coping with the myriad underlying rhetorical� illocutionary� and

argument structures in discourse generation� this work has yielded a variety of mechanisms

for determining the content and organization of multi
sentential text� a key capability of

��



self
explaining documents�

Automated document drafting research is the fourth relevant research area� Two im


portant areas of automated document drafting research are automated legal drafting and

automated report generation� A large number of automated legal drafting systems have

been developed in recent years� but most involve creation of text templates that are then

instantiated to create particular documents �Lauritsen� 	����� This approach has been suc


cessfully applied to automated drafting of highly predictable� regular documents �Spirgel


Sinclair� 	�����

Some progress has been made in exploiting explicit representations of the relationship

between generic documents and document instances and of constraints among document

components �Daskalopulu and Sergot� 	����� However� there is a growing recognition in

the Law and AI community that a declarative representation of the knowledge underlying

the selection and con�guration of textual elements is essential for the development of tools

that embody the expertise of legal drafting experts �Gordon� 	���� Lauritsen� 	�����

Several recent systems have used declarative representations of legal rules but only par


tially declarative representations of rhetorical structure� For example� JEDA �Pethe et al��

	���� used a declarative representation of legal rules� but mediated document construction

entirely through procedural rules� Similarly� Law Clerk �Branting� 	���a� used an explicit

representation of legal rules and a simple record structure for administrative law decisions�

Law Clerk instantiated and wrote text templates associated with predicate�truth
value

pairs to the �elds of decision record during back
chaining�

A more detailed declarative rhetorical model was used in PLAID �Bench
Capon and

Staniford� 	����� which produced a document by generating an illocutionary structure

whose nodes were tagged according to their role in the argument �claim� rebuttal� support�

quali�cation etc�� This structure was then pruned to exclude premises which should be

implicit in the �nal presentation and organized into a structure� including linking text�

based on a high
level rhetorical template�

The applied computational linguistics community has addressed the task of automated

report generation from an underlying domain structure� Kittredge et al� have observed

that representing new domain
dependent discourse knowledge�they term it �domain com


��



munication knowledge��is required to create advanced report generators� e�g�� for special

purpose report planning �Kittredge et al�� 	��	�� Given a representation of a particular

domain for a particular application� knowledge
based report generation is the task of au


tomatically producing clearly stated reports that are relevant to users of the application�

This community has focused its e�orts on deriving technical documentation from program

traces generated during software development or use �Korelsky et al�� 	���� Johnson� 	����

McKeown et al�� 	���� and on producing customized patient information reports for medical

applications �DiMarco et al�� 	�����

� Discussion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a model of the illocutionary and rhetorical structures

underlying a representative type of judicial documents�jurisdictional show
cause orders�

and have shown how these structures can be used to form a document grammar that can

generate new documents using a uni�cation
based procedure� In Section 	 we argued that

high standards of correctness and consistency are essential in judicial document drafting�

and in Section � we argued for the importance of increased e�ciency in drafting routine

judicial documents� We believe that document grammars provide an extremely powerful

method for simultaneously achieving correctness� consistency� and e�ciency�

The strength of the discourse structure representation of judicial documents is that it

clearly separates the illocutionary structure� which arises from the applicable domain legal

rules from the rhetorical structure� which expresses the stylistic and discourse conventions

of the genre�

There are two key advantages to this approach� First it aids knowledge acquisition

and system building because it facilitates a conceptual model that cleanly separates �	�

substantive domain rules� e�g�� the requirements for jurisdiction� ��� genre
speci�c stylistic

and discourse conventions� and ��� the procedure for creating documents that conform to

the domain rules and genre conventions� Illocutionary operators can be conceptualized

in terms of the underlying legal rules� without consideration of the way in which the rules

will be embedded in a document� Similarly� rhetorical operators can be formalized indepen


��



dently of the legal rules that the document will ultimately express� Both forms of operators

can be developed without requiring consideration of the procedures governing their use in

document drafting�

A second� related� advantage is that this approach assists validation �because each com


ponent can be tested separately� and maintenance �because either the illocutionary or the

rhetorical operator set can be modi�ed without a�ecting the other�� For example� a change

in jurisdictional rules can� in general� be accommodated by modifying the illocutionary

operators without requiring any changes in the rhetorical operators�

This paper has illustrated creation of new documents from a relatively small document

grammar� The �rst step in our current research agenda is to expand this grammar to

encompass a wider range of show
cause orders� The objectives of this step are to test

the di�culty of scaling up the document grammar and the evaluation of the scope of the

grammar as measured by �	� grammar size� ��� computational cost� and ��� development

time�

This paper has focused on document drafting ab initio given a relatively complete doc


ument grammar� We believe that the discourse structure also has important potential

bene�ts for retrieval� explanation� and adaptation of existing documents� comparison of

alternative drafts of documents at a �deep� illocutionary level� and maintenance of multi


generation documents� Document drafting through reuse is a promising method of extend


ing the coverage of a document grammar� since retrieval and adaptation can be performed

with even an incomplete set of illocutionary operators� Accordingly� the second step in our

research agenda is developing of mechanisms that use the discourse structure for retrieval�

explanation� comparison� and interactive adaptation of existing documents�

� Summary

This paper has presented a model of document structure that makes explicit �	� the doc


uments illocutionary structure� i�e�� the connection between the document drafters goals

and the text intended to achieve those goals� and ��� the documents rhetorical struc


ture i�e�� the stylistic and discourse conventions of the documents genre� This model

��



was applied to a representative class of judicial orders� jurisdictional show
cause orders�

The ability of a document grammar based on the illocutionary and rhetorical structure of

representative documents to synthesize additional documents was then illustrated with a

simple example� Use of a uni�cation
based procedure for document synthesis permits a

clean separation of domain and rhetorical knowledge from the procedural mechanisms that

apply that knowledge for document synthesis� The uni�cation
based approach provides

the ease of system construction and maintenance that is so essential to acceptance and use

of any knowledge
based techniques� Practical knowledge
based judicial document drafting

systems for routine judicial documents would make a signi�cant contribution to judicial

e�ciency� The approach described in this paper is a �rst step towards the development of

such practical systems�
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Appendix A

The Complete Document Grammar

This appendix presents the document grammar used to synthesize the show cause orders

for Smythe� Kirkpatrick� and Canada� For clarity� the grammar is expressed in a context


free
style syntax� it is in fact implemented in the functional uni�cation language� Fuf�

whose syntax is signi�cantly more complex� Expressions on the left
hand side of each

production are predicate non
terminals� e�g�� Rule�Untimely�Notice�Of�Appeal�� while the

right
hand side consists of one or more combinations of �	� a predicate non
terminal� ��� a

collective non
terminal� e�g�� At�Least�One�X� Y � Z�� ��� a conditionalized non
terminal�

e�g�� If fconditiong� and ��� a variable� which is indicated with braces� e�g�� �var�� The null

expression is indicated with �� Ordering constraints� which are represented with Sequence

predicates� are included after the productions�

Establish�Preqs�For�Dismissal� �� Establish�Jurisdictional�Defect�
Order�Show�Cause�

Establish�Jurisdictional�Defect� �� Establish�Appeals�
At�Least�One � Establish�Untimely�Notice�Of�Appeal��

Establish�Subject�Defect��
Establish�Finality�Defect� �

Establish�Appeals� �� One�Of � Find�No�Main�Appeal��
Find�No�Follow�Up�Appeal��
Find�Follow�Up�Appeal� �

Establish�Untimely�Defect� �� IF �judgment�date�
f Establish�Untimely�NOA� g

Establish�Subject�Defect� �� IF �subject�matter�
f Establish�Subject�Matter�Defect� g

Establish�Untimely�NOA� �� IF �judgement�date�
f Establish�NOA�Commencement�Date�
Establish�NOA�Filing�Date�
Establish�NOA�Due�Date�
Rule�Untimely�NOA� g

Establish�NOA�Commencement�Date� �� Find�Judgment�
Find�NOA�Commencement�

��



Establish�NOA�Filing�Date� �� Find�NOA�Filing�Date�

Establish�NOA�Due�Date� �� Find�NOA�Due�Date�

Establish�Finality�Defect� �� IF �order�appealed�from�
f Establish�Order�Appealed�From�
Establish�Non�Final�Order� g

Establish�Non�Final�Order� �� Rule�Non�Final�Order�

Establish�Order�Appealed�From� �� Find�Appeal�Source�
�order�appealed�from�

Inform�Appeal�Due� �� �the notice of appeal was due�

Inform�One�Appeal�Only� �� �judgment was entered�

Inform�Main�Appeal�Entered� �� �was entered�

Inform�Appeal�Source� �� �this appeal is from�

Inform�Untimely�Appeal� �� �the notice of appeal was not timely �led��

Inform�Untimely�Main�Appeal� �� �the notice of appeal was not timely�

Inform�Untimely�NOA�Rationale� �� �for failure to �le a timely notice of appeal��

Inform�Appeal�Filed� �� �the notice of appeal was �led on�

Inform�Final�Sanction� �� �why this appeal should not be dismissed with prejudice�

Inform�Non�Final�Sanction� �� �why this appeal should not be dismissed without prejudice�

Inform�Partial�Final�Sanction� �� �why this appeal should not be partially dismissed with
prejudice to the extent that defendant seeks review of�

Inform�Partial�Non�Final�Sanction� �� �why this appeal should not be partially dismissed
without prejudice to the extent that defendant seeks
review of�

Inform�Non�Final�Judgment� �� �this is not a �nal judgment because it does not end
�the particular action in which it is entered� leaving
nothing further for the court pronouncing it to do in
order to completely determine the rights of the parties
involved in the proceeding�� �

Inform�Appeal� �� �defendant is appealing from�

Inform�Appeal�Both� �� �defendant is appealing from both�

��



Inform�Non�Final�Order�Rationale� �� �for failure to �le a �nal appealable order��

Inform�Mailed� �� �and mailed to counsel of record on�

Order�Show�Cause� �� Order�Response�Due�Date�
One�Of � Order�Sanction��

Order�Partial�Sanction� �
One�Of � Order�Non�Final�Order�Rationale��

Order�Untimely�NOA�Rationale� �

Order�Sanction� �� IF NOT �main�appeal�
f One�Of � Order�Non�Final�Sanction��
Order�Final�Sanction� � g

Order�Partial�Sanction� �� IF �main�appeal�
f One�of � Order�Partial�Non�Final�Sanction��

Order�Partial�Final�Sanction� �
�main�appeal� g

Order�Non�Final�Order�Rationale� �� IF �order�appealed�from�
f Inform�Non�Final�Order�Rationale� g

Order�Untimely�NOA�Rationale� �� IF NOT �order�appealed�from�
f Inform�Untimely�NOA�Rationale� g

Order�Response�Due�Date� �� Compute�Response�Date��judgment�date�� �mailing�date��

Order�Non�Final�Sanction� �� IF �order�appealed�from�
f Inform�Non�Final�Sanction� g

Order�Final�Sanction� �� IF NOT �order�appealed�from�
f Inform�Final�Sanction� g

Order�Partial�Non�Final�Sanction� �� IF �order�appealed�from�
f Inform�Partial�Non�Final�Sanction� g

Order�Partial�Final�Sanction� �� IF NOT �order�appealed�from�
f Inform�Partial�Final�Sanction� g

Find�Judgment� �� One�Of � Find�One�Appeal�Only��
Find�Main�Appeal� �

Find�One�Appeal�Only� �� IF NOT �main�appeal�
f Inform�One�Appeal�Only� g

Find�Main�Appeal� �� IF �main�appeal�
f Inform�Main�Appeal�Entered� g
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Find�NOA�Commencement� �� One�Of � Find�Mailed��
Find�Present� �

Find�Mailed� �� IF EQUAL��noti�cation�method�� mailing�
f �judgment�date�
Inform�Mailed�
�mailing�date� g

Find�Present� �� IF EQUAL��noti�cation�method�� present�at�judgment�
f �judgment�date� g

Find�No�Main�Appeal� �� IF NOT �main�appeal�
f � g

Find�No�Follow�Up�Appeal� �� IF NOT �follow�up�appeal�
f Inform�Appeal�
�main�appeal� g

Find�Followup�Appeal� �� IF �followup�appeal�
f Inform�Appeal�Both�
�main�appeal�
�follow�up�appeal� g

Find�NOA�Due�Date� �� Inform�Appeal�Due�
Compute�Due�Date��judgment�date�� �mailing�date��

Find�Appeal�Source� �� Inform�Appeal�Source�

Find�NOA�Filing�Date� �� Link�And�
Inform�Appeal�Filed�
��ling�date�

Rule�Untimely�NOA� �� One�Of � Rule�No�Main�Appeal��
Rule�Main�Appeal� �

Rule�Authority�

Rule�No�Main�Appeal� �� IF NOT �main�appeal�
f Rule�Untimely�Appeal� g

Rule�Main�Appeal� �� IF �main�appeal�
f Rule�Untimely�Main�Appeal� g

Rule�Untimely�Main�Appeal� �� Inform�Untimely�Main�Appeal�
�main�appeal�

Rule�Untimely�Appeal� �� Inform�Untimely�Appeal�

Rule�Non�Final�Order� �� Inform�Non�Final�Judgment�

��



Rule�Authority� �� �authority�

Frame�Header� �� �Colorado Court of Appeals Order�
�case�number�
�order�number�
Frame�Referent�
�appellant�
� Appellant�
�and�
�appellee�
� Appellee�
�To� �
�appellant�
Frame�Attorneys�

Frame�Referent� �� One�Of � Frame�Domestic��
Frame�Civil� �

Frame�Domestic� �� IF EQUAL��substantive�legal�area�� domestic�
f �In re the Marriage of� g

Frame�Civil� �� IF EQUAL��substantive�legal�area�� civil�
f �attorneys� g

Frame�Attorneys� �� One�Of � Frame�Not�Pro�Se��
Frame�Pro�Se� �

Frame�Not�Pro�Se� �� IF �attorneys�
f �attorneys� g

Frame�Pro�Se� �� �pro se appellant�

Frame�Body� �� Link�Preamble�
Link�However�
Link�Furthermore�
Link�Thus�
Link�Show�Cause�

Frame�Body� �� Link�Preamble�
Link�Further�
Link�Show�Cause�

Frame�Body� �� Link�Preamble�
Link�Furthermore�

Frame�Footer� �� � BY THE COURT�
�Date� �
�order�date�
�Copies to� Counsel of Record�

��



Link�Preamble� �� �From the notice of appeal �led by appellant and the
register of actions submitted by the clerk of the
district court� it appears that�

Link�Thus� �� �Thus� it appears that�

Link�Further� �� �It further appears that�

Link�Furthermore� �� �Furthermore� it appears that�

Link�Show�Cause� �� �IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the appellant shall
show cause� if any there is� in writing on or before�

Link�However� �� �However� it appears that�

Link�As�To� �� �as to�

Link�And� �� �and�

Organize�Show�Cause�Order� �� Frame�Header�
Frame�Body�
Frame�Footer�

Sequence�Preqs�For�Dismissal� � Left�To�Right � Frame�Header��
Link�Preamble��
Establish�Jurisdictional�Defects��
Order�Show�Cause��
Frame�Footer� �

Sequence�Untimely�NOA� � Left�To�Right � Establish�NOA�Commencement��
Establish�NOA�Filing�Date��
Link�Furthermore��
Establish�NOA�Due�Date��
Link�Thus��
Rule�Untimely�NOA� �

Sequence�Finality�Defect� � Left�To�Right � Establish�Order�Appealed�From��
Link�Further��
Establish�Non�Final�Order� �

Sequence�Show�Cause� � Left�To�Right � Link�Response�Due�Date��
Order�Response�Due�Date��
Order�Sanction� j Order�Partial�Sanction��
Order�Non�Final�Order�Rationale� j
Order�Untimely�NOA�Rationale� �

Sequence�Appeals� � Left�To�Right � Inform�Appeal��
�main�appeal��
Link�However� �

��



Sequence�Appeals� � Left�To�Right � Inform�Appeal�Both��
�main�appeal��
Link�And��
�followup�appeal��
Link�However� �

Sequence�Untimely�Main�Appeal� � Left�To�Right � Inform�Untimely�Main�Appeal��
Link�As�To��
�main�appeal� �

��



Appendix B

The Discourse Structure Constructed for Smythe

This appendix presents the discourse structure produced by the document planner by

unifying the Smythe case facts with the document grammar for generating show
cause

orders� The instantiated illocutionary and rhetorical structures are interleaved via the

sequencing constraints� For purposes of presentation� the structure is depicted as a strict

hierarchy rooted at �Establish�Preqs�for�Dismissal� The document drafter interprets this

structure to create the Smythe show
cause order shown in Figure ��

�judgment�date� � �September 	�� �����

�filing�date� � �November �� �����

�mailing�date� � �September 		� �����

�order�date� � �December �� �����

�notification�method� � mailing

�substantive�legal�area� � domestic

�authority� � �See C�A�R� ��a���

�case�number� � �No� ���
����

�order�number� � �Tr� Ct� No� ��D����

�appellant� � �Herbert W� Smythe�

�appellee� � �Catherine Smythe�

Establish�Preqs�for�Dismissal� ���

Frame�Header� ���

�Colorado Court of Appeals Order�

�case�number� � �No� ��CA�����

�order�number� � �Tr� Ct� No� ��CV����

Frame�Referent� ���

Frame�Domestic� ���

�In re the Marriage of�

�appellant� � �Herbert W� Smythe�

� Appellant�

�and�

�appellee� � �Catherine Smythe�

� Appellee�

�To �

�appellant� � �Herbert W� Smythe�

Frame�Attorneys� ���

Frame�Pro�Se� ���

�pro se appellant�

Link�Preamble� ���

�From the notice of appeal filed by appellant and the

register of actions submitted by the clerk of the

district court� it appears that�

Establish�Jurisdictional�Defect� ���

Establish�Appeals� ���

Find�No�Main�Appeal� ��� e

Establish�Untimely�Defect� ���

Establish�Untimely�NOA� ���

Establish�NOA�Commencement�Date� ���

Find�Judgment� ���

Find�One�Appeal�Only� ���

��



Inform�One�Appeal�Only� ���

�judgment was entered�

Find�NOA�Commencement� ���

Find�Mailed� ���

�judgment�date� � �September 	�� �����

Inform�Mailed� ���

�and mailed to counsel of record on�

�mailing�date� � �September 		� �����

Establish�NOA�Filing�Date� ���

Find�NOA�Filing�Date� ���

Link�And� ���

�and�

Inform�Appeal�Filed� ���

�the notice of appeal was filed on�

�filing�date� � �November �� �����

Establish�NOA�Due�Date� ���

Find�NOA�Due�Date� ���

Link�Furthermore� ���

�Furthermore� it appears that�

Inform�Appeal�Due� ���

�the notice of appeal was due�

Compute�Due�Date��judgment�date�� �mailing�date��

� �November �� �����

Rule�Untimely�NOA� ���

Rule�No�Main�Appeal� ���

Link�Thus� ���

�Thus� it appears that�

Inform�Untimely�Appeal� ���

�the notice of appeal was not timely filed�

Rule�Authority� ���

�authority� � �See C�A�R� ��a���

Order�Show�Cause� ���

Link�Show�Cause� ���

�IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the appellant shall

show cause� if any there is� in writing on or before�

Order�Response�Due�Date� ���

Compute�Response�Date��judgment�date�� �mailing�date��

� �December ��� �����

Order�Sanction� ���

Order�Final�Sanction� ���

Inform�Final�Sanction� ���

�why this appeal should not be dismissed with prejudice�

Order�Untimely�NOA�Rationale� ���

Inform�Untimely�NOA�Rationale� ���

�for failure to file a timely notice of appeal�

Frame�Footer� ���

� BY THE COURT�

�Date �

�order�date� � �December �� �����

�Copies to Counsel of Record�

�	


